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Global Wave Digital: What We Do



Places We Like to Play
NGO Support in 50+ Countries, with Focus on LMICs
Policy-based Issue Advocacy



Policy
Outcome

Public Awareness

GRASSTOPS

GRASSROOTS

Public Action

Decision Makers &
Key Opinion Leaders

Traditional Media

Digital Advocacy Framework

Facebook and Twitter provide effective and cost-efficient 
channels for all four buckets of strategic campaign activity



Social Media Accelerator - Signature Capacity Building Program

● Over 60 organizations have 
participated in the past 3 years

● Training on paid advertising 
strategies

● Centralized Funds from Donor 
managed by Global Wave 

● Ongoing tracking and technical 
support



The Rules Keep Changing
2012-2013 

Build Your Followers & 

Post As Much As You 

Can! 

Earn that Organic 

Reach with Great 

Content!

2014

Just Kidding ---

Followers Are Useless. 

Promote Every Piece 

of Content With Ad 

Money.  

2019 2020?

TBD

We’re Restricting the 

Type of Content You 

Can Promote with Ad 

Money, Sorry.

Oh, and we need your 

ID. And an address. 

Locals only.  

Facebook and Twitter have provided effective and low-cost entry for organized 
advocacy efforts to drive impact--but the rules have forced increased reliance 
on paid efforts. Now, those paid strategies are off the table for many orgs. 



State of Play in Digital Advocacy Advertising
Plans to ban all political ad content to go into effect this week, including 

any ads that drive “political, judicial, legislative, or regulatory outcomes.”

Separate process to run “Cause-Based” ads for NGOs, certification and 

details vague/not established. 

Experiencing uneven enforcement and several quick ad account 

suspensions

Verification process, disclaimer and ‘paid for by’ processes already in 

U.S., rumored of global rollout for social issue ads and political ads

Current list of countries with social issues ad policies minimal and 

varied, but enforcement extremely subjective.

Authorization and disclaimer processes ‘clunky’ at best. 

https://business.twitter.com/en/help/ads-policies/restricted-content-policies/cause-based-advertising.html
https://business.twitter.com/en/help/ads-policies/restricted-content-policies/cause-based-advertising.html
https://business.twitter.com/en/help/ads-policies/restricted-content-policies/cause-based-advertising.html


State of Play in Digital Advocacy Advertising

With (rightful) scrutiny on social platform advertising 

abuses, Facebook and Twitter have thrown the baby 

out with the bathwater—making it extremely difficult for 

organizations across the globe to rely on paid 

advertising to promote advocacy-related content.”

“



India, Brazil, Colombia, Indonesia Examples
Our partners exemplify all the complications of running 
campaigns we’re seeing globally.

India as a country has:

● Strong industry/opposition ties with decision-makers 
in government, including agencies regulating Facebook

● Volatile political climate with valid concerns about 
safety of individuals and targeting of NGOs

● Strong antipathy towards foreign money in politics 
with major scrutiny around funding for nonprofits

A social media 

manager is expected 

to provide personal 

identification and 

physical address 

location data to 

Facebook--with no 

assurances of what 

happens to this data.



Reality of Facebook/Twitter Advocacy Ads Moving Forward

Organic reach of Tweets still strong enough to merit 

investment in follower ads, and non-promoted advocacy 

content, especially with grasstops strategies 

Issue awareness content promotion becomes focus for 

groups who cannot/will not get authorized

Navigate authorization process as much as possible



That’s Not Enough, So What Now? Other Solutions to Consider

● Influencer Mobilization and Engagement - Drive through formalized 
networks of highly engaged individuals at various audience levels.

● Direct Action Platforms - lower volume, high intensity action outside of 
social platforms with platforms for dedicated advocates
○ WhatsApp Groups
○ Facebook Groups
○ Email and CRM
○ SMS 



Influencer Engagement Strategy
With the apparent demise of Twitter 

ads for organizing, building influencer 

networks is the last way to use the 

platform to directly engage decision-

makers at scale. 



Influencer Engagement Strategy - Who is an influencer
We take a broad view of who an influencer can be. The 
central tenet of their work is simply that they use their 
channels to exert influence over key decision-makers, 
either directly or by mobilizing grassroots support or 
awareness.  

Our framework combines capacity development with 
power mapping to make sure that groups’ influencer 
strategy will be aligned with their policy goals. 

Since members of the media are often the most prolific 
users of Twitter worldwide, we have create learning 
opportunities for them as content creators on both 
traditional and digital media. 

Types of Influencers

- Journalists 

- Celebrities

- Child Rights Advocates

- Parent Commentators

- Health and Lifestyle 

advocates

- Victims/Families of Victims

- Medical professionals

- Business leaders



Influencer Engagement - Needs a Structured Program
A strong influencer strategy will focus on engaging a network on several different levels, with 
limited paid engagements at the top reaching a large audience on a superficial level and a large 
network of highly committed low-level influencers who can mobilize organic action quickly at 
scale. We recommend groups build capacity on both levels.

High Value KOL Paid Activation

Building local capacity to find and manage a 

small number of high value KOLs with 

influence over policy-makers/public. 

Paid activities can include: Content 

production, Event Participation, Live chat, 

Give-aways, Action Mobilization

Brand Ambassador Network

Build grantee capacity to create their own 

organic influencer networks providing 

centralized resources and incentives for 

participation. Build strategy to leverage 

organic outreach to influence decision-

makers at key times. 



Brand Ambassadors - Tanzania Road Safety Movement
A a network of 20-25 Brand 
Ambassadors with followings 
mostly between 1k-10k. 

Last week for World Day of 
Remembrance, largest global 
day of action around road 
safety, Tanzania was the 
number one most engaged 
country outside of the US.



Direct Action Platforms
Where’s Your Source of Names?

- Radio broadcasts/edu-dramas
- Mobile ad networks
- Organization lists 

How is Content Relating to Campaign Action?

- SMS to User Generated response
- Self-identification for personal narratives
- Actions: petitions, text decision-makers 

etc. 
- Take it offline



Questions, Comments, Discussion Points
Do you think the social platforms are striking the correct balance between 
cleaning up bad actors vs maintaining the ability for organizations to use them to 
drive social change?

How do you see your reliance on Facebook and Twitter changing in 2020?

What platforms and strategies are you interested in utilizing to mobilize 
grassroots and grasstops strategies outside of Facebook and Twitter? 


